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New Mysteries:  

Another One Goes Tonight by Peter Lovesey: In the sixteenth entry of Peter Lovesey’s timeless 

British detective series, Peter Diamond wrestles with his own moral compass, struggling to 

protect police prestige while debating what it means to do right by a serial killer.  

Two police officers are about to head home after a long night shift when they receive one last 

call. En route to investigate, the patrol car spins off the road, killing one of the exhausted cops 

and leaving the other in critical condition.  

Detective Peter Diamond is assigned to look into the case. His supervisor is desperately hoping 

Diamond will not discover the officers were at fault. Instead, Diamond discovers something 

even worse—a civilian on a motorized tricycle was involved in the crash and has been lying on 

the side of the road for hours. Diamond administers CPR, but the man’s fate is unclear. Soon, 

though, Diamond becomes suspicious of the civilian victim and begins a private inquiry that 

leads to a trail of uninvestigated deaths. As the man lingers on life support, Diamond must 

wrestle with the fact that he may have saved the life of a serial killer. 

 

Assassin's Silence by Ward Larsen: Featured in Booklist Mystery & Noir article. USA Today 

bestselling author Ward Larsen's celebrated protagonist, assassin David Slaton, returns for 

another breathless adventure in Assassin's Silence 

Every so often, a great assassin novel comes along: Brad Meltzer's The Fifth Assassin, David 

Baldacci's The Hit, Daniel Silva's The Kill Artist. Now Ward Larsen brings us Assassin's Silence, 

featuring David Slaton, hero of Larsen's Assassin's Game and the award-winning The Perfect 

Assassin. 

When it comes to disappearing, David Slaton has few equals. Police in three countries have 

written off trying to find him. His old employer, Mossad, keeps no forwarding address. Even his 

wife and son are convinced he is dead. So when an assault team strikes, Slaton is taken by 

surprise. He kills one man and manages to escape. 

Half a world away, in the baleful heat of the Amazon, an obscure air cargo company purchases 

a derelict airliner. Teams of mechanics work feverishly to make the craft airworthy. On the first 

flight, the jet plunges toward the ocean. 
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The CIA assesses the two spectacles: a practiced killer leaving a trail of bodies across Europe, 

and a large airplane disappearing without a trace. The two affairs are increasingly seen to be 

intertwined. Langley realizes the killer is a man long thought to be dead, and the lost airliner 

has been highly modified into a tool of unimaginable terror. 

When their worst fears are realized, Langley must trust the one man who can save them: David 

Slaton, the perfect assassin." 

 

Blood Flag: A Paul Madriani Novel by Steve Martini: Defending a client accused of killing her 

father, attorney Paul Madriani is drawn into a treacherous conspiracy dating to World War II in 

this enthralling installment in the New York Times bestselling series. 

Paul Madriani and Harry Hinds have a new client: Emma Brauer, a woman accused in the 

“mercy killing” of her aged father, Robert Brauer. Insisting she’s innocent, Emma tells Paul 

about a package sent to her father shortly before he entered the hospital. Bequeathed to him 

by a member of his unit from World War II, the box contains a key and a slip of paper. Emma 

fears that this package is connected to her father’s death. 

When Paul’s young assistant Sofia is murdered, Madriani is blindsided by the realization that 

Emma’s fears are well-grounded. 

Digging into Robert’s military history, Madriani discovers that other members of the Army unit 

Robert served with have recently died—under similarly suspicious circumstances. When he 

finds that the box sent to Brauer relates to a mysterious talisman that went missing at the end 

of the war—a feared Nazi relic known as the “Blood Flag”—Madriani and Hinds realize they are 

in for the fight of their lives. 

With Emma’s life on the line and their own safety in jeopardy, Madriani must uncover the truth 

before the evil of the Blood Flag is allowed to spin a new web. 

 

Bloodroot: A Martha's Vineyard Mystery (Martha's Vineyard Mysteries) by Cynthia Riggs: 

"Featured in Booklist Mystery & Noir article. It's just another day at the dentist's office for 

Victoria Trumbull when fellow patient, wealthy Mrs. Wilmington, dies. It's an unfortunate, 

though seemingly not murderous incident, but the receptionist is hysterical, so one of the 

dental assistants offers to drive her home. But after making a quick pit stop, he finds her body 

floating in the harbor. 
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With the police shorthanded due to an upcoming presidential visit, it's up to Victoria to take on 

the case. As she wrestles with her ex-son-in-law, a $3 million will, and a deadly dental clinic, 

Mrs. Trumbull discovers that nothing in the case is quite what it seems. 

Bloodroot is the latest in Cynthia Riggs' longstanding Martha's Vineyard mystery series, filled 

with delightful characters and charming descriptions of the beautiful island." 

 

Boar Island: An Anna Pigeon Novel (Anna Pigeon Mysteries) by Nevada Barr: Anna Pigeon, in 

her career as a National Park Service Ranger, has had to deal with all manner of crimes and 

misdemeanors, but cyber-bullying and stalking is a new one. The target is Elizabeth, the 

adopted teenage daughter of her friend Heath Jarrod. Elizabeth is driven to despair by the 

disgusting rumors spreading online and bullying texts. Until, one day, Heath finds her daughter 

Elizabeth in the midst of an unsuccessful suicide attempt. And then she calls in the cavalry---her 

aunt Gwen and her friend Anna Pigeon. 

While they try to deal with the fragile state of affairs---and find the person behind the 

harassment---the three adults decide the best thing to do is to remove Elizabeth from the 

situation. Since Anna is about to start her new post as Acting Chief Ranger at Acadia National 

Park in Maine, the three will join her and stay at a house on the cliff of a small island near the 

park, Boar Island. 

But the move east doesn't solve the problem. The stalker has followed them east. And Heath (a 

paraplegic) and Elizabeth aren't alone on the otherwise deserted island. At the same time, Anna 

has barely arrived at Acadia before a brutal murder is committed by a killer uncomfortably close 

to her. 

BOAR ISLAND is a brilliant intertwining of past and present, of victims and killers, in a 

compelling novel that only Nevada Barr could write. 

 

Charcoal Joe: An Easy Rawlins Mystery by Walter Mosley: Walter Mosley’s indelible detective 

Easy Rawlins is back, with a new detective agency and a new mystery to  solve. 

Picking up where his last adventures in Rose Gold left off in L.A. in the late 1960s, Ezekiel “Easy” 

Rawlins finds his life in transition. He’s ready—finally—to propose to his girlfriend, Bonnie Shay, 

and start a life together. And he’s taken the money he got from the Rose Gold case and, 

together with two partners, Saul Lynx and Tinsford “Whisper” Natly, has started a new 

detective agency. But, inevitably, a case gets in the way: Easy’s friend Mouse introduces him to 

Rufus Tyler, a very old man everyone calls Charcoal Joe. Joe’s friend’s son, Seymour (young, 

bright, top of his class in physics at Stanford), has been arrested and charged with the murder 
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of a white man from Redondo Beach. Joe tells Easy he will pay and pay well to see this young 

man exonerated, but seeing as how Seymour literally was found standing over the man’s dead 

body at his cabin home, and considering the racially charged motives seemingly behind the 

murder, that might prove to be a tall order. 

Between his new company, a heart that should be broken but is not, a whole raft of new bad 

guys on his tail, and a bad odor that surrounds Charcoal Joe, Easy has his hands full, his horizons 

askew, and his life in shambles around his feet. 

 

Death at Breakfast: A Novel by Beth Gutcheon: From the acclaimed New York Times 

bestselling author of Still Missing, More Than You Know, and Gossip comes the first entry in a 

stylish and witty mystery series featuring a pair of unlikely investigators—a shrewd novel of 

manners with a dark heart of murder at its center, set in small-town New England. 

Indulging their pleasure in travel and new experiences, recently retired private school head 

Maggie Detweiler and her old friend, socialite Hope Babbin, are heading to Maine. The trip—to 

attend a weeklong master cooking class at the picturesque Victorian-era Oquossoc Mountain 

Inn—is an experiment to test their compatibility for future expeditions. 

Hope and Maggie have barely finished their first aperitifs when the inn’s tranquility is shattered 

by the arrival of Alexander and Lisa Antippas and Lisa’s actress sister, Glory. Imperious and 

rude, these Hollywood one-percenters quickly turn the inn upside-down with their demanding 

behavior, igniting a flurry of speculation and gossip among staff and guests alike. 

But the disruption soon turns deadly. After a suspicious late-night fire is brought under control, 

Alex’s charred body is found in the ashes. Enter the town’s deputy sheriff, Buster Babbin, 

Hope’s long-estranged son and Maggie’s former student. A man who’s finally found his footing 

in life, Buster needs a win. But he’s quickly pushed aside by the “big boys,” senior law 

enforcement and high-powered state’s attorneys who swoop in to make a quick arrest. 

Maggie knows that Buster has his deficits and his strengths. She also knows that justice does 

not always prevail—and that the difference between conviction and exoneration too often 

depends on lazy police work and the ambitions of prosecutors. She knows too, after a lifetime 

of observing human nature, that you have a great advantage in doing the right thing if you 

don’t care who gets the credit or whom you annoy. 

Feeling that justice could use a helping hand--as could the deputy sheriff—Maggie and Hope 

decide that two women of experience equipped with healthy curiosity, plenty of common 

sense, and a cheerfully cynical sense of humor have a useful role to play in uncovering the 

truth. 
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Death on the Sapphire: A Lady Frances Ffolkes Mystery by R.J. Koreto: "An extraordinary 

woman living in extraordinary times, Lady Frances Ffolkes is an Edwardian-era suffragette who 

has an uncanny ability to attract danger and romance. 

When Major Colcombe, a family friend and war veteran, dies under mysterious circumstances, 

the good Lady Frances discovers that he was working on a manuscript about South Africa’s 

bloody Boer War, which reportedly revealed a scandalous mistake that cost many innocent 

lives. Now, it’s up to Frances and her loyal lady's maid, June Mallow, to track down the missing 

manuscript and bring the killer to justice. Despite clashes with Scotland Yard and the British 

Secret Service, Frances never backs down and finds herself in several very unfortunate 

positions--and one very fortunate love triangle. 

Death on the Sapphire, R. J. Koreto's witty and winsome series debut, is sure to delight fans of 

historical mysteries for years to come." 

 

Diana's Altar (A Detective Joe Sandilands Novel) by Barbara Cleverly: Cambridge, 1933. On All 

Hallows’ Eve, in a candlelit pew in ancient All Hallows Church, Doctor Adelaide Hartest 

witnesses a stranger’s dying moments. Adelaide is just in time to hear his final confession: that 

he has plunged the dagger into his own chest, and that his death will be a suicide, despite its 

suspicious appearance. 

But his confession isn’t enough to halt an investigation. The victim, it is revealed, is known to 

Scotland Yard, and his death is a matter of national concern. Assistant Commissioner Joe 

Sandilands is sent up from London to discover the truth. Thrown into a deadly ring of cloak-and-

dagger intrigue and high society hedonism, Sandilands chases a phantom killer through 

Cambridge’s aristocracy, intelligentsia, cutting-edge researchers, and a clandestine ring of 

female spies. What secret was the dead man hiding, and what is at stake? 

 

Drinking Gourd: A Benjamin January historical mystery (A Benjamin January Mystery) by 

Barbara Hambly: Benjamin January must uncover a killer to protect a secret . . . 

Benjamin January is called up to Vicksburg, deep in cotton-plantation country, to help a 

wounded “conductor” of the Underground Railroad – the secret network of safe-houses that 

guide escaping slaves to freedom. When the chief “conductor” of the “station” is found 

murdered, Jubal Cain – the coordinator of the whole Railroad system in Mississippi – is accused 

of the crime. Since Cain can’t expose the nature of his involvement in the railroad, January has 

to step in and find the true killer, before their covers are blown. 
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As January probes into the murky labyrinth of slaves, slave-holders, the fugitives who follow the 

“drinking gourd” north to freedom and those who help them on their way, he discovers that 

there is more to the situation than meets the eye, and that sometimes there are no easy 

answers. 

 

A Few Right Thinking Men (Rowland Sinclair Mysteries) by Sulari Gentill: "Starred Booklist & 

Library Journal reviews. Not Miss Fisher, but Mr. Sinclair… 

Meet Rowland Sinclair, gentleman and artist living in 1931 Sydney. Friend of the Left, son of the 

Right, he paints in a superbly tailored, three-piece suit and houses friends who include a poet, a 

painter, and a feminist sculptress whom he has painted nude and hung it in the drawing room. 

Is he perhaps in love with Edna? If so, she isn’t having any. 

Sinclair’s life of ease, it may be said almost that of playboy, is akin to that of the era’s English 

gentlemen. He’s the third son of a vastly wealthy family with large estates and homes, whose 

middle brother was killed in the war, and older brother, Wilfred, forever bruised. Rowland and 

Wilfred are often at odds. And his fortune and his indifference to politics keep him sheltered 

from mounting tensions fueled by the Great Depression, which is roiling Australia and taking it 

near the brink of revolution. 

And the crowd he hangs with is tinged with scandal and puts him at odds with his conservative 

family and the country’s Establishment―with all but his adventurous, bachelor uncle, the elder 

Rowland Sinclair, a kindred soul. One day in December, 1931, comes terrible news knocking at 

the door: Uncle Rowly has been murdered in his home by unknown assailants, his elderly 

housekeeper, the only, and shaky, witness. This brutal murder not only shocks Rowland, and all 

the family, but prompts him to infiltrate the echelons of the old and new guard which have 

both surfaced during these dark times alongside other ideologies. Among them are a few 

""right thinking men,"" a cadre of conservatives who became convinced of a Communist 

takeover and formed a movement to combat it. His investigation in time exposes an 

extraordinary conspiracy with direct personal consequences. 

A Few Right Thinking Men is the first in the award-winning Rowland Sinclair Mysteries sure to 

appeal to fans of Jacqueline Winspear’s Maisie Dobbs and of Kerry Greenwood’s Miss Phryne 

Fisher, with a touch of the Lord Peter Wimsey of Harriet Vane days." 

 

Haunted Destiny (Krewe of Hunters) by Heather Graham: The newest story in Heather 

Graham's popular Krewe of Hunters series, Haunted Destiny is another page-turner—set on a 

cruise ship. You'll never look at taking a vacation the same way again!  
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Between the Evil and the Deep Blue Sea…  

A historic cruise ship, a haunted ship, the Celtic American Line's Destiny sets sail from the Port 

of New Orleans—with a killer on board. He's known as the Archangel because of the way he 

displays his victims in churches. And the way he places a different saint's medallion on each 

one. No one knows exactly who he is or why he's doing this.  

Jackson Crow—head of the FBI's Krewe of Hunters, a special unit of paranormal investigators—

is assigned to the case, along with local agent Jude McCoy. Then Alexi Cromwell, who works in 

the ship's piano bar, is drawn into the situation when a victim's ghost appears to her—and to 

Jude. A victim who knows only that the man who killed him and his fiancée had boarded the 

Destiny.  

There are many suspects, but one by one they're ruled out… Or are they? In the end Jude and 

Alexi have to rely on each other to catch the killer and to escape his evil plans for her. 

 

The Highwayman: A Longmire Story by Craig Johnson: Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry 

Standing Bear embark on their latest adventure in this novella set in the world of Craig 

Johnson’s New York Times bestselling Longmire series—the basis for the hit drama Longmire, 

now on Netflix 

When Wyoming highway patrolman Rosey Wayman is transferred to the beautiful and 

imposing landscape of the Wind River Canyon, an area the troopers refer to as no-man's-land 

because of the lack of radio communication, she starts receiving “officer needs assistance” calls. 

The problem? They're coming from Bobby Womack, a legendary Arapaho patrolman who met a 

fiery death in the canyon almost a half-century ago. With an investigation that spans this world 

and the next, Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear take on a case that pits them The  

 

Hot Flash (The Muriel Mabley Series) by Carrie H. Johnson: “Explodes like a shot to the 

heart.”—Lisa Black, New York Times bestselling author 

In this thrilling debut novel from Carrie H. Johnson, one woman with a dangerous job and a 

volatile past is feeling the heat from all sides… 

READY, AIM… 

She sweats every detail as a forensic firearms specialist—and as a forty-something single 

mother. She’s got more responsibilities than she can count, more baggage than she wants to 

claim, and way too many regrets. But  
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Muriel Mabley will do whatever it takes to put Philadelphia’s most vicious killer in lockdown for 

good… 

BURN… 

Until her troubled younger sister in witness protection receives a terrifying warning—and 

Muriel’s long-time partner, Laughton, reveals he knows more than he should about her and 

Muriel’s shattered past. And when Laughton’s ex-wife and her new husband turn up dead, his 

own secrets will send Muriel down a twisted trail of lethal leads, disappeared witnesses, and 

the ultimate wrenching betrayal…  

“A lively and clever novel that will dare you to put it down. The reader will leave fingerprints 

pressed into the cover of this one. Top of the ‘must read’ list.” —John Lutz, New York Times 

bestselling author 

“Muriel Mabley has hot flashes, a hot new love, and a heap of deadly cold secrets that will 

destroy everyone she loves. A gripping, fast-paced debut novel.” —Valerie Wilson Wesley, 

author of The Tamara Hayle Mysteries 

“A heartfelt, well-crafted read! Muriel is the perfect combination of vulnerability and 

intelligence.” —Anika Nailah, author of Free & Other Stories 

“Hot Flash left me breathless and blown away from page one!”  —Karen Holmes Ward, Director 

of Public Affairs/Host of CityLine, WCVB Channel 5 Boston 

 

House of Secrets by Brad Meltzer and Tod Goldberg: When Hazel Nash was six years old, her 

father taught her: mysteries need to be solved. He should know. Hazel's father is Jack Nash, the 

host of America's favorite conspiracy TV show, The House of Secrets. 

Even as a child, she loved hearing her dad's tall tales, especially the one about a leather book 

belonging to Benedict Arnold that was hidden in a corpse. 

Now, years later, Hazel wakes up in the hospital and remembers nothing, not even her own 

name. She's told she's been in a car accident that killed her father and injured her brother. But 

she can't remember any of it, because of her own traumatic brain injury. Then a man from the 

FBI shows up, asking questions about her dad-and about his connection to the corpse of a man 

found with an object stuffed into his chest: a priceless book that belonged to Benedict Arnold. 

Back at her house, Hazel finds guns that she doesn't remember owning. On her forehead, she 

sees scars from fights she can't recall. Most important, the more Hazel digs, the less she likes 

the person she seems to have been. 
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Trying to put together the puzzle pieces of her past and present, Hazel Nash needs to figure out 

who killed this man-and how the book wound up in his chest. The answer will tell her the truth 

about her father, what he was really doing for the government-and who Hazel really is. 

Mysteries need to be solved. Especially the ones about yourself.against a legend: The 

Highwayman. 

 

The Ides of June: A mystery set in Roman Britain (A Libertus Mystery of Roman Britain) by 

Rosemary Rowe: A compelling new mystery for Libertus, set against the backdrop of the 

Roman Empire in turmoil . . . 

An astonishing new order has usurped power in Rome and the reverberations are reaching 

even to Glevum, where the legion is preparing to depart. Libertus’s wealthy patron, until 

recently one of the most influential men in the Empire, finds himself not only deprived of the 

privilege and protection he had previously enjoyed, but under actual threat both from the 

political establishment in Rome and from an anonymous and vindictive enemy much closer to 

home. 

The murder of another councillor, similarly placed, makes the matter urgent. Libertus, whose 

humbler status affords obscurity, is charged with spiriting Marcus’s young family away to a 

place of safety. But his task will bring problems of its own, as Libertus uncovers a grisly secret 

and an ancient crime – with ramifications stretching to the present day. 

 

Is Fat Bob Dead Yet?: A Novel by Stephen Dobyns: "Featured in Booklist Mystery & Noir article. 

Starred Booklist & PW reviews. Stephen Dobyns--whom Stephen King has described as ""the 

best of the best""--is back with his newest novel Is Fat Bob Dead Yet?, a comic suspense novel 

about a small-time con operation, a pair of combative detectives, and the pride, revenge, and 

deception that guide us all--Richard Russo meets Elmore Leonard. 

In the seaport town of New London, Connecticut, newcomer Connor Raposo has just witnessed 

a gruesome motorcycle accident on Bank Street. At least he thinks it was an accident. A man 

sliced in half by a reversing dump truck could only be an accident, right?  

But these days, Connor can’t be sure of anything—his entire line of work is based on games of 

artful deception. His days at Bounty, Inc., are spent soliciting funds for improbable, bogus 

charities; its last venture was Free Beagles from Nicotine Addiction, Inc. The new scam is Prom 

Queens Anonymous, Inc., dedicated to helping former high school celebs transition to 

humdrum daily grown-up lives; Connor’s target is Angelina Rossi—Pumpkin Queen of 1985, 

proud beagle owner, and ex-wife of a man named Fat Bob. 
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Meanwhile, Manny Streeter and Benny Vikström are the local detectives assigned to the Bank 

Street motorcycle wreck, and despite their shared interest of proving each other wrong, the 

two eventually reach the same conclusion: This death by Harley was Murder One, pure and 

simple. As the detectives begin asking their questions around town, Connor is looking for 

similar answers that will determine whether he lives or dies. Among them: Who is Fat Bob, and 

is he actually dead? 

Sharply written and entertainingly absurd, Is Fat Bob Dead Yet? is packed with Stephen 

Dobyns’s trademark characters—whimsical, neurotic, puzzling yet familiar, and impossible to 

pin down. Dobyns again proves why he is an American master of the suspenseful, all-too-

human land of the absurd." 

 

Let the Devil Out: A Maureen Coughlin Novel (Maureen Coughlin Series) by Bill Loehfelm: 

Meet New Orleans beat cop Maureen Coughlin. 

The Edgar Award winner Megan Abbott calls Coughlin “a hero with whom we will go 

anywhere.” She’s complicated―tough and naive, street-smart and vulnerable―and, way too 

often, reckless. As Let the Devil Out opens, she’s in rough shape. Just a rookie, she’s already 

been suspended from the force. And things are about to get worse. 

The FBI is in town on the trail of a ruthless anti-government militia group, the Watchmen 

Brigade. Nobody in the NOPD wants any part of working with them. Guess which suspended 

rookie is told she doesn’t have a choice. 

With the FBI and a white supremacist militia on the loose in New Orleans, the city is one big 

powder keg. Find out what happens when a brilliant but impulsive young cop lights a match. 

The rising crime fiction star Bill Loehfelm knows New Orleans. The streets, the people. Where 

the power lies, and how it gets used―and abused. With Let the Devil Out, Loehfelm raises the 

bar for sharp, compelling crime fiction. As The New York Times says of the fascinating Maureen 

Coughlin, “She finds herself wrestling with ethical issues that fictional cops . . . rarely talk about, 

leaving that stuff to real-life cops―and smart guys like Bill Loehfelm.” 

 

Little Pretty Things by Lori Rader-Day: Mary Higgins Clark Award Winner! 

OLD RIVALRIES NEVER DIE. BUT SOME RIVALS DO. 

Juliet Townsend is used to losing. Back in high school, she lost every track team race to her best 

friend, Madeleine Bell. Ten years later, she’s still running behind, stuck in a dead-end job 
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cleaning rooms at the Mid-Night Inn, a one-star motel that attracts only the cheap or the 

desperate. But what life won’t provide, Juliet takes.  

Then one night, Maddy checks in. Well-dressed, flashing a huge diamond ring, and as beautiful 

as ever, Maddy has it all. By the next morning, though, Juliet is no longer jealous of Maddy—

she’s the chief suspect in her murder. 

To protect herself, Juliet investigates the circumstances of her friend’s death. But what she 

learns about Maddy’s life might cost Juliet everything she didn’t realize she had. 

 

The Long Game: A Fixer Novel by Jennifer Lynn Barnes: For Tess Kendrick, a junior at the elite 

Hardwicke School in Washington D.C., fixing runs in the family. But Tess has another legacy, 

too, one that involves power and the making of political dynasties. When Tess is asked to run a 

classmate's campaign for student council, she agrees. But when the candidates are children of 

politicians, even a high school election can involve life-shattering secrets. 

Meanwhile, Tess's guardian has also taken on an impossible case, as a terrorist attack calls into 

doubt who can--and cannot--be trusted on Capitol Hill. Tess knows better than most that power 

is currency in Washington, but she's about to discover first-hand that power always comes with 

a price. 

Perfect for fans of Harlan Coben and Ally Carter, the second book in this thrilling series will 

leave readers breathless. 

 

Murder at The Loch: A traditional murder mystery set in 1950s Scotland (A Langham and 

Dupre Mystery) by Eric Brown: Crime writer sleuth Donald Langham is invited to a remote 

Scottish castle to solve an intriguing mystery. 

It’s the bitterly cold December of 1955, and Donald Langham has been asked by his friend, 

private detective Ralph Ryland, to assist him on a case. Ryland has been contacted by their old 

commanding officer, Major Cartwright, who has reasons to believe that his life is under threat 

at his remote castle in the Scottish Highlands. 

On arriving at the castle, Langham and Ryland learn that Major Cartwright is attempting to raise 

the wreck of a German fighter plane which crashed into the loch in 1945. But it’s not only the 

bad weather that has put a halt to the progress of the salvage. Soon after Langham’s arrival, 

one of Cartwright’s guests is brutally murdered – and the hunt is on to stop a ruthless killer 

before he – or she – strikes again 
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Murder in Morningside Heights (A Gaslight Mystery) by Victoria Thompson: In the latest from 

the bestselling author of Murder on St. Nicholas Avenue, former police sergeant Frank Malloy 

and his wife adjust to life in New York high society as they investigate a death in the field of 

higher learning... 

After spending his first few weeks as a private detective by investigating infidelities of the 

wealthy, Frank has a more serious case at hand. 

Abigail Northrup of Tarrytown, New York, was her parents’ pride and joy. After graduating from 

a prestigious women’s college in Morningside Heights, she took a job there as an instructor. She 

also joined the ranks of the New Women, ladies planning for a life without a husband in which 

they make their own decisions and make a difference in the world. Unfortunately, her murder 

ended all that. 

When the police declare the incident a random attack and refuse to investigate further, 

Abigail’s parents request Frank’s help. Of course, he’ll need Sarah’s assistance as she’s more 

familiar with the world of academia, and it will be far easier for her to interview the lady 

professors. Yet difficulties arise as they learn that although Miss Northrup may have been an 

exemplary student and teacher, she lived in a world of secrets and lies… 

 

New York Nocturne: The Return of Miss Lizzie by Walter Satterthwait: Lizzie Borden and 

Amanda Burton reunite to solve the case of a grisly murder among Jazz Age New York’s elite in 

this riveting mystery from bestselling author Walter Satterthwait. 

Sixteen-year-old Amanda is spending the summer with her suave and easygoing uncle John at 

the Dakota Apartments, opposite the green sprawl of New York’s Central Park. When John isn’t 

doing something mysterious with stocks and bonds, he and Amanda enjoy the very best the 

Roaring Twenties have to offer. However, in a single brutal night, everything changes. Suddenly, 

Amanda is alone, far from home, and fighting for her life in a city that has abandoned her. 

Fortunately, there’s one person Amanda can trust: Miss Lizzie Borden. Together, they'll manage 

to work out a twisted passage toward what might be survival through the narrow streets of 

nighttime New York. 

 

Prayers the Devil Answers: A Novel by Sharyn McCrumb: Sharyn McCrumb, New York Times 

bestselling author of the acclaimed Ballad series set in Appalachia, explores the ties between a 

reluctant female sheriff and a condemned man in this stunning and powerfully written 

Depression-era novel. 
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Years later, after the tragedy, someone remembered the Dumb Supper and what had happened 

there. That was the cause of it, they said, because the ritual wasn’t a game after all. It really was 

magic, but magic has rules, and she broke them. 

Suddenly thrust into the role of primary caretaker for her family following the tragic death of 

her husband, Ellie Robbins is appointed to serve out his term as sheriff of their rural Tennessee 

mountain town. The year is 1936, and her role is largely symbolic, except for the one task that 

only a sheriff can do: execute a convicted prisoner. 

Ellie has long proven she can handle herself. But becoming sheriff is altogether different, and 

the demands of the role are even more challenging when she is forced to combat society’s 

expectations for a woman. Soon enough, dark secrets come to light, and Ellie must grapple with 

small town superstitions and the tenuous ties she shares with a condemned killer as she carves 

out a place for herself in an uncertain future. 

“There is no one quite like Sharyn McCrumb. No one better either” (San Diego Union-Tribune), 

and her luscious narrative brings her unforgettable characters to life with the “pure poetry” 

(The New York Times Book Review) that defines her astounding novels. Prayers the Devil 

Answers combines masterful historical research and captivating folklore to make an 

atmospheric and suspenseful tour de force. 

 

The Pursuit: A Fox and O'Hare Novel by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg: Janet Evanovich, 

author of the blockbuster Stephanie Plum novels, and Lee Goldberg, writer for the Monk 

television show, team up once again in their rollicking, New York Times bestselling Fox and 

O’Hare series! 

Nicolas Fox, international con man, thief, and one of the top ten fugitives on the FBI’s most-

wanted list, has been kidnapped from a beachfront retreat in Hawaii. What the kidnapper 

doesn’t know is that Nick Fox has been secretly working for the FBI. It isn’t long before Nick’s 

covert partner, Special Agent Kate O’Hare, is in hot pursuit of the crook who stole her con man. 

The trail leads to Belgium, France, and Italy, and pits Nick and Kate against their deadliest 

adversary yet: Dragan Kovic, an ex–Serbian military officer. He’s plotting a crime that will net 

him billions . . . and cost thousands of American lives. 

Nick and Kate have to mount the most daring, risky, and audacious con they’ve ever attempted 

to save a major U.S. city from a catastrophe of epic proportions. Luckily they have the help of 

an eccentric out-of-work actor, a bandit who does his best work in the sewers, and Kate’s dad, 

Jake. The pressure is on for Nick and Kate to make this work—even if they have to lay their lives 

on the line. 
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Robert B. Parker's Slow Burn by Ace Atkins: Boston PI Spenser faces a hot case and a personal 

crisis in the latest adventure in the iconic New York Times–bestselling series from author Ace 

Atkins. 

The fire at a boarded-up Catholic church raged hot and fast, lighting up Boston’s South End and 

killing three firefighters who were trapped in the inferno. A year later, as the city prepares to 

honor their sacrifice, there are still no answers about how the deadly fire started. Most at the 

department believe it was just a simple accident: faulty wiring in a century-old building. But 

Boston firefighter Jack McGee, who lost his best friend in the blaze, suspects arson.  

McGee is convinced department investigators aren’t sufficiently connected to the city’s lowlifes 

to get a handle on who's behind the blaze—so he takes the case to Spenser. Spenser quickly 

learns not only that McGee might be right, but that the fire might be linked to a rash of new 

arsons, spreading through the city, burning faster and hotter every night. Spenser follows the 

trail of fires to Boston’s underworld, bringing him, his trusted ally Hawk, and his apprentice 

Sixkill toe-to-toe with a dangerous new enemy who wants Spenser dead, and doesn’t play by 

the city’s old rules. Spenser has to find the firebug before he kills again – and stay alive himself. 

 

Scratch a Thief / House of Evil by John Trinian and Ki Longfellow: SCRATCH A THIEF Eddie 

Pesak is married now, and he’s got a young daughter. But there was a time when he was part of 

his brother Walter’s gang. There was a time when he was the gun man on a series of robberies, 

like that time he accidentally shot a cop in the belly. They caught him on that last job, and he 

did his time. Now all he wants is to find a job and keep it before Drago—the cop-with-a-grudge 

he shot all those years ago—rousts him and gets him fired again. All Eddie wants is to steer 

clear of his past. But that’s when Walter comes back into his life…and Sargatanas, his twitchy 

right-hand-man. They need him for a job, one last job that will get them all what they need to 

retire. But you don’t retire from being a thief. It’s like Drago says, once a thief… HOUSE OF EVIL 

Carey Ledbetter, ex-carny, has the perfect setup. As Zedek Kozma he heads a religious group at 

The Retreat while dispensing sex and drugs to the Hollywood elite. Trouble is, Carey is 

beginning to forget where carny ends and crazy devil worship begins—the demons are starting 

to get too real. So when failing B-actor, Paul Berko, accidentally stumbles his way up to The 

Retreat, Carey isn’t sure but that he might have finally met the devil himself. All Berko wants to 

do is get to know one of the acolytes, Anne Woodbridge. That and soak up some of the free 

booze. But if Kozma wants him to be the devil, he can be the devil. It could be the role of a 

lifetime… 
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The Second Life of Nick Mason (A Nick Mason Novel) by Steve Hamilton: From New York 

Times-bestselling, two-time Edgar-award-winning author Steve Hamilton comes an 

unforgettable new hero, a man who will walk out of prison and into a harrowing double life that 

is anything but free. 

Nick Mason has already spent five years inside a maximum security prison when an offer comes 

that will grant his release twenty years early.  He accepts -- but the deal comes with a terrible 

price. 

 

The Service of the Dead: A Novel (Kate Clifford Mystery) by Candace Robb: Expertly recreating 

the social and political upheavals of late medieval Europe and the increasing power of the 

wealthy merchant class, acclaimed author Candace Robb introduces a new series starring Kate 

Clifford, a woman forged on the warring northern marches of fourteenth century England. 

Political unrest permeates York at the cusp of the fifteenth century, as warring factions take 

sides on who should be the rightful king--Richard II or his estranged, powerful cousin in exile, 

Henry Bolingbroke. Independent minded twenty-year-old Kate Clifford is struggling to dig out 

from beneath the debt left by her late husband. Determined to find a way to be secure in her 

own wealth and establish her independence in a male dominated society, Kate turns one of her 

properties near the minster into a guest house and sets up a business. In a dance of power, she 

also quietly rents the discreet bedchambers to the wealthy, powerful merchants of York for 

nights with their mistresses. 

But the brutal murder of a mysterious guest and the disappearance of his companion for the 

evening threatens all that Kate has built. Before others in town hear word of a looming scandal, 

she must call upon all of her hard-won survival skills to save herself from ruin. 

 

Seven Days Dead: A Thriller (The Storm Murders Trilogy) by John Farrow: During an epic storm 

in the Gulf of Maine a lone woman races--first by car, then by a life-threatening sea crossing--to 

the island of Grand Manan. Her father is dying―will she make it in time? 

Others also venture out into the maelstrom that night, including a mysterious band of men and 

women who gather on Seven Days Work, the sheer cliff that overlooks the wild sea. A 

housekeeper, a pastor, and a strange recluse are also wandering about out in the tempest. Who 

else risks being out in the turbulent black night? And how many murder victims will be revealed 

at the break of dawn? 

Such questions will engage retired Montreal detective Émile Cinq-Mars. He and his wife seek 

shelter from the same storm as they make their way to the island for a rare summer vacation 
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from both his police work and her horse stable. With a mounting death toll, a lengthy list of 

suspects, and a murder in the deep past that somehow affects the present, Cinq-Mars is drawn 

into uncovering ancient secrets that have led to murder. When the villainy turns against him, 

another race ensues, this time to solve the crimes before his visit to the island ends in tragedy. 

John Farrow's Seven Days Dead continues the Émile Cinq-Mars series of crime novels, which 

Booklist has called “one of the best series in crime fiction,”; Die Zeit in Germany has suggested 

it might be the best of all time. 

 

Shaker by Scott Frank: Meet Roy Cooper, stoic, unassuming “errand runner” for various New 

York criminals. Roy arrives in Los Angeles to shoot a man named Martin Shine a week after a 

powerful earthquake has knocked out cell service, buckled the freeways, and thrown L.A. into 

chaos. Roy doesn’t know who Shine is or why he has to die, but he does his job and does it well. 

Except for one thing: after the hit, Roy can’t find where he parked his car. Wandering the 

streets of North Hollywood, he stumbles upon a jogger getting mugged and beaten by four 

young gangbangers. Despite his attempt to simply put his head down and walk away, Roy winds 

up in the middle of another killing. Things get more complicated when the murdered jogger 

turns out to be a controversial mayoral candidate. Roy himself is shot twice, hospitalized in 

critical condition, and mistaken for a hero when a local resident leaks a video that goes viral.   

Now meet the rest of the cast of characters, including Kelly Maguire, a disgraced LAPD 

detective with an anger management problem and strange feelings about L.A.’s newest hero; 

Science, the teenage gangbanger/shooter, who needs to keep Roy quiet about what he’s seen; 

Mayor Miguel Santiago, who finds himself facing accusations that he’s just had his opponent 

whacked; Albert Budin, Roy’s onetime mentor and one of the scariest, creepiest characters in 

recent crime fiction; and myriad criminals, politicians, and cops who all need Roy to disappear—

preferably forever. 

Finally, meet Scott Frank, who has created not just one of the most entertaining novels of the 

year but also one of the most surprising. This first novel is fun and funny as well as moving and 

textured, nuanced and powerful. Shaker is the debut work of fiction by a major new storyteller. 

 

Sidney Chambers and The Dangers of Temptation (Grantchester)by James Runcie: It's the 

summer of love in late 1960s England. Basil D'Oliveira has just been dropped from the English 

cricket team before for a test series in apartheid South Africa; the war in Biafra dominates the 

news; and the Apollo 11 astronauts are preparing to land on the moon. In the midst of all this 
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change, Sidney Chambers, now Archdeacon of Ely Cathedral, is still up to his amateur sleuthing 

investigations. 

A bewitching divorcee enlists Sidney's help in convincing her son to leave a hippie commune; at 

a soiree on Grantchester Meadows during May Week celebrations, a student is divested of a 

family heirloom; Amanda's marriage runs into trouble; Sidney and Hildegard holiday behind the 

Iron Curtain; Mrs Maguire's husband returns from the dead and an arson attack in Cambridge 

leads Sidney to uncover a cruel case of blackmail involving his former curate. 

In the rare gaps between church and crime, Sidney struggles with a persistent case of 

toothache, has his first flutter at the Newmarket races and witnesses the creation of a classic 

rock song. 

Charming, witty, intelligent, and filled with a strong sense of compassion, here are six new 

stories guaranteed to satisfy and delight this clerical detective's many fans. 

 

Stealing the Countess: A McKenzie Novel (Twin Cities P.I. Mac McKenzie Novels)by David 

Housewright: Since becoming an unlikely millionaire and quitting the St. Paul Police 

Department, Rushmore McKenzie has been working as an unlicensed private investigator, 

basically doing favors for friends and people in need. But even for him, this latest job is unusual. 

He's been asked to find a stolen Stradivarius, known as the Countess Borromeo, that only the 

violinist seems to want him to find. 

Stolen from a locked room in a B&B in the violinist's former hometown of Bayfield, Wisconsin, 

the violin is valued at $4 million and is virtually irreplaceable. But the foundation that owns it 

and their insurance company refuses to think about buying it back from the thief (or thieves.) 

However, Paul Duclos, the violinist who has played it for the past twelve years, is desperate to 

get it back and will pay out of his own pocket to get it back. 

Though it's not his usual sort of case, McKenzie is intrigued and decides to try and help, which 

means going against the local police, the insurance company, the FBI's Art Crime division, and 

his own lawyer's advice. And, as he quickly learns, there's a lot more going on than the mere 

theft of a priceless instrument. 

 

The Swede by Robert Karjel and Nancy Pick: A sophisticated debut novel about a Swedish 

security force agent on a mysterious special assignment to the U.S., The Swede fuses the 

psychological tension of Jo Nesbø’s thrillers with the gripping international intrigue of I Am 

Pilgrim and Red Sparrow. 
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Ernst Grip of the Swedish security police has no idea why he’s been dispatched to a remote 

American military base in the Indian Ocean. Met by FBI agent Shauna Friedman, he learns that 

the U.S. wants him to determine whether a prisoner they’re holding is a Swedish citizen. 

The detainee, known only as “N.," is a suspect in an Islamist-inspired terror attack in the U.S. 

heartland. Tortured by the CIA, he refuses to talk. Yet all the evidence points to a cabal of 

survivors from the devastating 2004 tsunami that struck Thailand: a ruthless American arms 

dealer, a Czech hit man, a mysterious nurse from Kansas, a heartbreakingly naïve Pakistani—

and a Swede. 

But the prisoner is not the only one harboring dangerous secrets. Grip hides a double life that 

will lead him into terra incognita, and Friedman, too, is not who she appears to be. In a world 

ruled by fear, mistrust, and deadly betrayal, these unlikely partners must learn to trust one 

another if they hope to stay alive. 

Drawing on his military and diplomatic experience, Robert Karjel explores the uneasy 

repercussions of 9/11, illuminating the moral compromises that people—and nations—make in 

the name of security and survival. 

 

Tall Tail: A Mrs. Murphy: At any moment a perfect summer day in Crozet, Virginia—nestled 

within the Blue Ridge Mountains—might turn stormy and tempestuous, as Harry knows too 

well when a squall suddenly sweeps in. In a blink, Harry’s pickup nearly collides with a 

careening red car that then swerves into a ditch. Harry recognizes the dead driver slumped over 

the vehicle’s steering wheel: Barbara Leader was nurse and confidante to former Virginia 

governor Sam Holloway. 

Though Barbara’s death is ruled a heart attack, dissenting opinions abound. After all, she was 

the picture of health, which gives Harry and her four-legged companions pause. A baffling 

break-in at a local business leads Harry to further suspect that a person with malevolent intent 

lurks just out of sight: Something evil is afoot. 

As it happens, Barbara died in the shadow of the local cemetery’s statue of the Avenging Angel. 

Just below that imposing funereal monument lie the remains of one Francisco Selisse, brutally 

murdered in 1784. Harry’s present-day sleuthing draws her back to Virginia’s slave-holding past 

and the hunt for Selisse’s killer. Now it’s up to Harry and her furry detectives—Mrs. Murphy, 

Pewter, and Tee Tucker—to expose the bitter truth, even if it means staring into the unforgiving 

eyes of history and cornering a callous killer poised to pounce. 
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Targeted (Callahan & McLane) by Kendra Elliot: All Detective Mason Callahan wanted was a 

quiet fishing trip with the guys—a chance to get away and unwind before Halloween. 

Until he finds the body of his boss, Denny Schefte, near their remote Oregon cabin. Now all he 

wants is to catch the sadist who slit Denny’s throat and covered his face with a mask. Mason 

was the last person to see him alive and will stop at nothing to find his friend’s murderer. 

When the FBI learns of the mask left at the scene, they realize they have a serial killer on their 

hands—one who is targeting cops. They assign the case to Special Agent Ava McLane, despite 

her engagement to Mason. Barely recovered from her own nearly fatal injury and her sister’s 

attempted suicide, Ava hopes she is ready to chase another killer. 

But as she delves into the increasingly disturbing case, the killer may be closer than expected—

dangerously close. 

 

Think Wolf: A Mafia thriller set in rural Italy (A Sebastiano Cangio Thriller)by Michael 

Gregorio: The second compelling thriller to feature resourceful park ranger Sebastiano Cangio, 

set against the glorious landscape of Italy’s Umbria region. 

When the headless body of his fellow park ranger is found amidst the wooded hills of the 

Sybilline Mountains National Park, Sebastiano Cangio is convinced that he himself was the 

intended target. But what was Marzio doing out there on his own at dead of night? Is there any 

truth behind the wild stories of elves and goblins being seen in the surrounding forest? 

Dismissive of the rumours of black magic and Satanism, Cangio is convinced that Marzio’s death 

heralds the return of the ‘ndrangheta, the most formidable criminal organization in Italy. If he is 

to escape their clutches a second time and uncover the truth about his colleague’s death, 

Cangio must take the initiative, draw on his finely-honed survival instincts and … think wolf. 

 

Wedding Bel Blues: A Belfast McGrath Mystery (Bel McGrath Mysteries) by Maggie 

McConnon: Are they tying the knot? 

Belfast McGrath has spent the last fifteen years avoiding her big, bustling, brash Irish family. But 

when her five-star culinary career goes up in flames, she retreats to Foster’s Landing―where 

she’s immediately tapped as her cousin Caleigh’s maid-of-honor. It’s a perfect recipe for 

disaster...especially when Bel learns that the wedding preparations included Caleigh having one 

last one-night stand. 

Or the noose? 
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When Caleigh’s lover plunges from the second-floor balcony during the reception, Bel can’t 

help but think his death was no accident. Soon Detective Kevin Hanson, who just happens to be 

Bel’s long-ago love, arrives on the scene―looking hotter than ever. Heartbreak and homicide 

hardly help Bel to feel more at home, but if she is going to make a new beginning for herself, 

including putting the past behind her, she must first steer clear of a cold-hearted killer. 

 

Widowmaker: A Novel (Mike Bowditch Mysteries) by Paul Doiron: In Paul Doiron's 

Windowmaker, When a mysterious woman in distress appears outside his home, Mike 

Bowditch has no clue she is about to blow his world apart. Amber Langstrom is beautiful, 

damaged, and hiding a secret with a link to his past.. She claims her son Adam is a wrongfully 

convicted sex offender who has vanished from a brutal work camp in the high timber around 

the Widowmaker Ski Resort. She also claims that Adam Langstrom is the illegitimate son of Jack 

Bowditch, Mike’s dead and diabolical father. He is the half-brother Mike never knew he had. 

After trying so hard to put his troubled past behind him, Mike is reluctant to revisit the wild 

country of his childhood and again confront his father’s history of violence. But Amber’s 

desperation and his own need to know the truth make it hard for him to refuse her pleas for 

help. 

In search of answers, Bowditch travels through a mountainous wilderness to a place hidden 

from the rest of the world, where the military guards a top-secret interrogation base, sexual 

predators live together in a backwoods colony, and self-styled vigilantes are willing to murder 

anyone they consider their enemies. 

Mike Bowditch must exorcise the demons of the past before the real-life demons of the present 

kill him first. 

Now, back on the streets, Nick Mason has a new house, a new car, money to burn, and a 

beautiful roommate.  He’s returned to society, but he's still a prisoner.  Whenever his cell 

phone rings, day or night, Nick must answer it and follow whatever order he is given.  It’s the 

deal he made with Darius Cole, a criminal mastermind serving a double-life term who runs an 

empire from his prison cell. 

Forced to commit increasingly more dangerous crimes, hunted by the relentless detective who 

put him behind bars, and desperate to go straight and rebuild his life with his daughter and ex-

wife, Nick will ultimately have to risk everything—his family, his sanity, and even his life—to 

finally break free. 
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